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1 Who we are 

The Friends of the Yarra Valley Parks is a volunteer group established in 1991 and is based in Westerfolds 

Park, Templestowe. We act under the guidance of Parks Victoria and do on-the-ground environmental 

works such as tree-planting, vegetation maintenance and environmental monitoring.  

 

Over the years we have worked in numerous sites along the Yarra River from the Burke Road bridge 

through Templestowe towards Warrandyte. 

 

Sites within Bulleen precinct include the Yarra Flats, Bolin Bolin Billabong, Banyule Billabong and Birrarrung 

Park. 

 

Our recent major project has been to re-establish the wetland on the Parks Victoria land known as 

Murundaka just east of the Bulleen Precinct and the Rosanna Golf Club. We receive generous funding from 

Melbourne Water's Community Grants program, which has allowed us to re-establish the Yaruk Tamboore 

wetland and to re-plant the Murundaka park area. We have a close relationship with the Wurundjeri 

Council, and Doreen Garvey Wandin, a Wurundjeri elder, who named Yaruk Tamboore and Murundaka for 

us. 

The following photos show the new wetland, and the wider area before and after our planting and other 

work. 

2019: Murundaka main pool Yaruk Tamboore 
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2 Inquiry to be informed by current studies 

We anticipate that the Inquiry is being informed by current studies relating to the interactions between the 

environment and the community. 

2.1 Yarra Strategic Plan  (YSP) 

The YSP to be developed under the Yarra River Protection (Wilip gin Birrarung murron) Act 2017 (the Act) 

will have many recommendations and binding conditions applying along the Yarra River and its immediate 

surroundings. It is understood that for parklands within the YSP area the Infrastructure Inquiry will take the 

Act and the YSP into account. 

 

The YSP ideas that apply to the Yarra may also be worth considering for incorporating into the 

Infrastructure Inquiry’s plan for other parklands and rivers outside the Yarra area. 

2.2 Bulleen Precinct Land Use Framework Plan 2020 

The Bulleen Precinct Land Use Framework Plan 2020 contains a number of Objectives which are quite 

general and may apply to other parkland areas outside of Bulleen. 

 

See https://engage.vic.gov.au/yarra-river-bulleen-precinct-advisory-committee/draft-framework-plan 

and in particular page 5 of the “Land Use Framework Plan – 2020 Consultation Draft (PDF)”. 

3 Collaborate with local Friends Groups 

F0YVP believes there are significant advantages to be gained for parkland and nature conservation work 

when local volunteer Friends Groups are consulted, supported and potentially engaged in on-ground work. 

 

Friends Groups have a lot of nature-related local knowledge, local history and skills and can contribute in 

the long term in small specific sites. 

 

Engaging local groups also gives the wider public opportunities to be part of the process of understanding 

nature and supporting local reserves. 

https://engage.vic.gov.au/yarra-river-bulleen-precinct-advisory-committee/draft-framework-plan
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This involvement of Friends Groups has been recognised by Melbourne Water and has been recommended 

to the Yarra Strategic Plan. 

 

109. Melbourne Water believes strongly that community groups play a key role in managing the Yarra – 
we consider them central to our collective efforts and we will emphasise this further. As has been 
outlined in the course of submission and during evidence, collaborative management is a key part of the 
Healthy Waterways Strategy and Melbourne Water recognise that the challenges ahead of us on the 
river can only be tackled as a community.  
(Reply Submission, Yarra Strategic Plan Panel, 5 June 2020) 

4 Extending nature areas 

It is hoped that the Inquiry will build the aim of extending nature areas, where possible, into its plans. For 

example, encouraging new wetlands and upgrading designated bushland areas. 

 

Such work would involve increased involvement and support from Melbourne Water, Parks Victoria and 

local councils. This would require negotiation and funding at the strategic and organisational level, well 

above the influence of individual Friends groups like ours. 

5 The Tension between Public Access vs Nature Conservation 

There are competing goals which need to be balanced when developing plans for nature-based areas. The 

danger of increased public pressure and subsequent access is that such access may inherently degrade the 

very naturalness of the environment that attracts the public. 

 

Increasing Public Access and Infrastructure means: 

a. More paths and bridges, and consequently more dogs, more high-speed cyclists, and more 

mountain bike tracks cutting through the bush – all of which damage the Natural Environment. 

b. More pressure for nearby cafes and facilities, and the temptation to site them on Public land. This 

potential to increase the use of Public Land for Infrastructure to support access to the Natural 

Environment would actually decrease the amount of land dedicated to Natural Environment.  

 

Conserving nature means: 

1. Having high-quality natural areas dedicated to minimising disturbance of the vegetation and 

wildlife by having fewer paths and fewer visitors. 

2. Planning for more work in maintaining, conserving and extending nature areas, which means 

increased long-term policies, management and funds for this work. 

 

 
End. 




